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Compliance Checklist 

Wildlife Management (Controller) Permit 

Limitations, restrictions and condition of permit 

Actions undertaken comply with permit description  

Actions undertaken comply with any permit endorsement  

Actions comply with any additional conditions listed on the permit  

 

Maintenance of records and provision of information 

Return and copy of return kept in a safe and secure place at principal business premises  

Entries made in return within 48 hours after the occurrence of event  

Loss or damage to return, or copy of return, reported to Fauna Permits Unit  

Change of name or address - Fauna Permits Unit notified within 14 days of the change  

Completed return submitted to Fauna Permits Unit within 14 days of permit expiry  

 

Preventing escape of protected animals 

Cage or enclosure adequate in size and designed, constructed, located and maintained to prevent any 

protected animal from escaping 
 

Cage or enclosure is lockable (or otherwise secured against unauthorised access) for dangerous 

animals or those that are a biological hazard  
 

Protected animals available for inspection by a warden  

 

Transport of protected animals, eggs or carcasses and labelling of transport cages or 

containers  

Cage, container or package for protected animals 

 withstands transportation process 

 protects animal against injury and against other animals likely to injure or kill it 

 prevents the animal from escaping 

 resists unauthorised interference with the animal 

 allows adequate airflow 

 

 

 

 

 

Cage, container or package  

 protect the egg or carcass against damage or deterioration 

 resists unauthorised interference with the animal 
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Label of transport cage or container includes permit number  

Label requirements if the protected animal is dangerous, or if the animal, egg or carcass a biological 

hazard 

 name and residential address 

 permit number 

 common name of protected animal and number of animals, eggs or carcasses being transported 

 a statement that the contents of cage, container or package are dangerous or constitute a 

biological hazard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This document is provided for the purposes of information only and is not legal advice. The Department and its 

employees do not warrant or make any representation regarding the use of the information contained in this 

document as regards to its correctness, accuracy, reliability, currency or otherwise. Neither the Department nor its 

employees accepts any responsibility for errors or omissions or for any decisions or actions taken by any person 

acting on the basis of the information contained in this document. The use of the information contained in this 

document is at the sole risk of the person using the information. All permit holders should ensure that they are 

familiar with the legislative and regulatory requirements relevant to their particular permits and circumstances and 

should seek independent legal advice if necessary. 

 


